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NORCROSS - Steve Levetan fancies his business as the Home Depot of car parts.

Customers who enter Pull-A-Part get a wheelbarrow and bring their own tools. Levetan is the senior vice president of the company that offers a do-it-yourself approach to finding the right bumper, door or transmission.

But in addition to selling car parts cheaply, Levetan prides himself on the benefits his business has for the environment - so much so that they have won several environmental awards, including the first-place award for waste minimization from Keep Georgia Beautiful earlier this month.

Pull-A-Part empties all liquids from a vehicle before placing it on its yard, Levetan said, and recycles them - that's transmission fluid, oil, antifreeze, gasoline and everything else that goes in a car. Levetan estimated the chain's seven locations recycle 50,000 gallons of fluids at each location, including their first store in Norcross, every year.

That and the parts that are recycled from cars the company buys helps those vehicles have 125 fewer pounds of waste than other cars when they are finally shredded, Levetan said.

The nine-year-old company grew out of families who dealt with scrap metal, Levetan said.

"It was started as a way to get cars to the shredder," he said. "We knew what the problems were in getting cars into the shredder, so we came into the business with a whole different perspective."

There are about 2,000 cars on a 17-acre lot at the Norcross location. Those cars are kept in neat rows, and the oldest row is rotated out as new cars arrive. Customers pay $1 to enter the facility, which lets them search the company's computer database for the kind of car they're looking for and scour the yard for the part they need.

Car parts are sold by part - a door is a door, and it costs the same regardless of the vehicle it came off.

Leveratan said he is elated that the company was recognized for their environmental success, but not surprised.

"It's what we do," he said. "We set new standards in this industry. Others in the business will ultimately have to clean up, meet this new standard we've set, or they won't survive."

Cars are one of the most recyclable products created, Levetan said, and removing fluids and parts keeps them from being added to landfills.

"If we're not there doing what we do, I can't tell you where the fluids go," he said. "While many in this business are getting environmental citations, we're getting environmental awards. We invite regulators to come visit us, but most people in this industry cringe at the thought."
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